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It looks like I'm the only one running Arch here. jmallory: and in all other cases you could easily run the VM with a text mode
service jmallory: I don't think you'll find many arch users with a desktop environment :) !arch-linux-users There are 10 people
in the #ubuntu channels currently. jmallory: there's no reason it won't work for you though Well I have it installed for my laptop
and I just use it as a gaming machine. Desktop environments usually take away from my experience of playing games. jmallory:
ah, okay, you're actually asking about portability, not stability Sure, but it would be nice to have a stable desktop that works on
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multiple devices. As I mentioned, my primary usage for Arch is for gaming, I'm not running it for productivity. However, for
people who may want to run a different DE other than Unity, Arch is still better than Ubuntu. I know I am not the only one who
would love to try out KDE or Gnome. I don't want to have to find a way to make Arch install these on top of Unity, and most
people won't have the drive to do that. i'm not sure why you would want kde or gnome, but there are desktop environments that
don't require the use of a window manager Well, I don't mind using one, but why not have the options available? I don't care if it
is only available for 16.04 LTS or something. I just want to see it. because the work's been done for you But that is not what
Arch is. It is a Linux distro that is capable of adding packages. it can When I install a package in Arch, I know it will be
compatable with my Arch 82157476af
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